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No, 887

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

IN THE EHI!!NOMENOITOl? WING FLUTTER*

By P. Cicala

The experimental data that are at present known with
regard to the phenomenon of wing flutter ‘permit essential-
ly two classes of vibrations to be distinguished; namely,
those for wilich it may be stated that the aerodynamic phe-
nomenon follows the ordinary theory of potential motion,
which theory assuiues that the point of separation of the
flow during the oscillation constantly coincides with the
trailing edge of the wing; and vibrations arising from
the irregularity in the aerodynamic -phenomenon, whose pre-
diction the present state of the theory does not permit.
TO the latter class belong those denoted by Studer as llde-
tachedlf vibrations and perhaps also some types of slow os-
cillation of the aileron.**

A wing structure, in the normal range of angle of at-
tack, may, up to a certain velocity, present oscillations
of the second type. “fli~enthe win~ is brought to rather
large positive or negative angles of attack, wind tunnel
tests show a notable decrease in the critical velocity.
In the wind tunnel the phenomenon presents itself as a
serious one that would appear to justify the most pessi-
.flisticpredictions. For a wing of strong camber free to
undergo torsional displacements only and with sufficiently
small friction at the supporti-ng suspension, tests con-
ducted at Turin showed rather low critical velocities in-
depeildent almost of the stiffness of the elastic suspen-
sion system when negative angles of attack of only a few

*tfLa tcoria e llesperienza nc?l fenomeno delle vibrazioni
‘ alari,lt L~Aerotecn~ca, Vol: 18, UO. 4, April 1938, pp.
412-433.

**Tilere might also be distinguished forced vibrations
(for example, oscillations of the plane of the tail due
to the disturbed flow from the wing), but no sufficient
data on these exist at present.
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degrees were atta”ined. Tile pfier~omenon? however, should
be strongly affected by the Reynolds Number so that from
these tests there cannot actually be derived quantitative
conclusions applicable to real structures. This aspect
of the phenomenon is at the present time bein~: investi-
gated at the laboratory. at Zurich,.

The greater part of both the theoretical and ex-peri-
mental investigations has bee~i directed to the study of
oscillations of the first type. In the case of plane mo-
tion (wing of infinite aspect ratiQ). the problem has been
solved in all its aspects both .as .regard.s the aerodynamic
phenomenon and as regards the conditions of stability of
the system. To cite only a recent irivestigation, Kassnor
(reference 1) has worked. out graphs, by the use of which,
for any system of valv.cs of the fundamental parameters,
the solution of tile problem ills:be o“Dtained with suffi-
cient rapidity. When it is (desired to con.si,der the case
of tile finite wing, t~le stu3y is considerably comp.licated~
ImpQrtant investigations have recezltly been coilducted by
the Aeronautical Xiliistr: (reference 2), The equations
which define t-he motion of the systcm are derived in a
form analogous to that which is obtairied by t~~.cusc of the
principle of virtual work (reference 3) , the deformations
being expressed by means of a linear cor:bination of suit-
able functions and the stability conditions discussed with
t’he aid of Routhl s deter:linants,

In all the studies so far developed, more or less
arbitrary assumptions are made with. regard to the a~rody-
namic actions. One of the most irnportafit of these assump-
tions is that the forces whici~.are developed at a section
of the wing are independerit of t’he state of motion of the
adjacent sections. In order to remove such first approxi-
mation assu.mptioils, which seriously impair the precision
of the methods of computation, there is required a knowl.-
edge of tile aero,dynam’ic forces and mo~ments at the various
sections of the wing corresponding to an assisned state of

.This problem ilasmotion. tilerefore been analyzed (refer_
t?ncc 4) by means of a procedure which is founded on sim-
plifications analoflous to tiose whit-h, in. t“he study of
tile stationary motion of the finite wi-n,Z(Prandtl vortex
filament theory), lead to the familiar integrod.iffcrentia3
equation of the circulation along the span. The present
note gives tne resv-lts of the numerical elaboration” of
this theory. The coefficients of the aerodynamic forces
and uoments were determined for a ~ing of elliptic plan
form for tile two cases of aspect ratio 6 and 3, respec-

., —— —m m-.mmm m,.—,——. B m.— ■ m--- mm-
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tively, and expressed in a, form .in:wilieh these co.effi-
se,...,, cients fi.gure-in..the eql~ation,,.of..wo~k: There. is also. in-

dicated an.approximate procedure by the use of.which the
results may be extended to value,s “of the aspect ratio and

L systems of deformation different from those considered in.,
the given computations. .

,,.,..:,I
One result .that appears from the investigation is

that the values of the coefficients of the aerodynamic act-
ions are only slightly .influeneed by the for,m of the,os-
cillation. The computation carried out for” one of these.
coefficients (that Whit’n gives the change in lift produced
by the flectional (or flapping) displacement) gave almost-
identical values for the cases of a deforina.tion law repre-
sented by a. straight lirle and a second-degree parabola,
respectively. This reult permits a considerable reduction
in the labor of commutation required for the applications.
Another result of the analysis developed is that t’he coef-
ficients, even for wings of normal aspect ratio, have val-
ues deviating considerably from t-nose gi,vcn by the, theory
of the two-dimensional or plane motion. Tilis could ,have
been predicted by the fact that in tile vibrational phenom-
enon the sections which undergo the greatest displacements
are t-nose at the wing tips most susceptible to the tip ef-
fect. It is found tilerefore that the experimental investig-
ations in whit-n t’nere tend to be realized the conditions
of plane motion are valuable as confirming the theory, but
do not furnish quantitatively valid data for the predic-
tioil of the critical velocities of actual wings which are
of ra,ther low aspect ratios.

Also , in experimental investigations, the aerodynamic
side of tune problem has not ~enerally been isolated and
clarified. Normally the tests are carried out on a model
wing in the wind tunnel by determining the. velocity at
which the system begins to flutter an,d the corresponding
frequency of the oscillation. Investigations of this kind
have been conducted and others are being conducted in al-
most all principal aerodynamic laboratories.. The diffi-
culty which this method of investigation presents is that”
the results on the model are applicable to the wing if they
present the same nondimensional ratios’.of ‘mass and stiff-
ness and the .s&me relative positions of,.thb. center of grav-
ity and the elastic axis along the: chord.. Th.uS, in order
to roalizo in the wind tunnel test i.na complete manner
the conditions urider which the effective structure is sub-
jected, it would be necessary that’ the model and the actual
wing present at corresponding sections “the same values of

., .—
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tile shove nondiaensibnal parameters. On accountof the
extraordirlary cxpansim in t~he extent of the investi~a-
tions required in this.case and the considerable difficul-
ty encountered iri the construction of modols mhic”h are to
have the same” mass relations. as the actual win:?, it seems
more coilvenient to determine the aerodynamic actions by
direct tests. The coefficients thus experimentally ob-
tained substituted in t-he equations of stabilitython per-
mit the deter,mination of the critical velocity and the
otiler ci]aractoristics of the pehnomcnon for a~i~~systcm of
values .of the fundamc~.tal para.~eters, In addition to be-
ing able thus to cover “oy a sinsle series of tests the.
rall<e o.fvariation of tile l~agllii~dcs which define the p-no-.
noncnon, tyiere is also eliminated the necessity OF the
construction of models wi~ich possess the assigned mass re-
lations, Naturally, in order that tile results le applica-
ble, it is necessary t“hat the aerodynamic coefficients be
independent of the Reynolds Number. If tliis is not the
case, none of the critical velocity determinations thus
far conducted on models would Rive results of practical
value.

On the basis of the above considerations there have
been undertaken at the Aeronaut:.cs Laboratory at Turin
direct measurements of tlze aerodynamic actions on an os-
cillating min,~. The tests. so far coniucted described in
the notes of refererices .5anti 6 had as their essential
object the examination of the operation of a.nparatus de-
si,glledfor this measuremcr~t ar.d these tests ~ill be re-
peated and extended so as to cover a greater field of in-
vestigation. The v:ilues ex~erj.ueatally obtained foT the
aerodyrianic coefficients are in good a~reeaent with the
theory of oscillatory motion of the win~z of finite span
and show a clear deviation frou the values obtai-ned by
the theory of plane RIOtiOIi. T1i~.esedeteri~lina.tions have
permitted a ~h~ck, <iven at the elid of the present note,

. on the measurements carried ont at the laboratory on the
free oscillation of a uodel wing with variable stiffness.
The agreement between the con~~utation aild-experiments is
satisfactory. However , varions points must be clarified
before being able to proceed with safety to tile a~plica-
tions. ‘Jhen sufficient data has ‘oeco::leavailable on the
aerodynamic actions in the case of a wint< with or without
aileron ar.d al$jo yitil regard to the effects Of the Reynolds

Nuiilber, the ~man an~;le of attack of tli.eoscillation, and
the cornpfessi}ility of t“hc medium; then the theory of wing
vi’bra,tion will bc able to furnish reliable’results for
practical application. .
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Collection of Principal Symbols1
L

i
,, ,

The principal symbols are the following:
!:
“,

~f
v, the wind velocity

:,
b! !2, angular freqv.ency
~
I ‘
i’

I

x, coordinate parallel to V

‘,
L, local chord::

!:

I e
., b, mean chord (area/span)

Lz =-- cos 6, distance of a point of a profile section
2

from the center point
!,

b, wing span

1
z b=. f- Cos .,

2
coordinate normal to V

.!
j.

~=g, aspect ratio
[ L
I QL
~. ‘“m’

reduced local frequency
?

(2z
‘i’= 27’

reduced inean frequency

+b /2

/[

d
=

“b “--b/2

Since the motion considered is harmoilic$ there is
adopted the complex notation. .411 tile magnitudes variablej
with time (displacements, vertical velocities, circula-

, tions, and lift and moment coefficients) are measured as
deviations from a mean state, the exact knowledge of which
is of no interest to the problem. These deviations are
simply indicated by means of their complex amplitudes, sup-

n-_ . ... .–
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pressing the factor ei~t.o: T~te co-ndition~ relative to the

mean state are stu,di-ed separately by means of the equations
- of the stationary ,mot.ion. The superposition of the effects
is permitted because of the linearity of the fundamental
equations. ,,

The fleet ional displacement is denoted by 9 and the
torsional displacement (rotation of the profile about the
aerodynamic center) by $. It is assumed that there ex.
ists no phase difference between the displacements of the
various sections. In every case it is possible to reduce
the problem to these conditions by splitting Up the dis-
placements into two components in quadrature with each
other and examining separately the two simple motions.
The functions cp and w may therefore, be considered as
real .

On account of the linearity of the fundamental rela-
tions, the variation of lift produced by the flectional
displacement is proportional to the displacement itself.
Breaking up the constant of proportionality which in gen-
eral is complex; into real and imaginary parts, we:write
as for the plane motion (reference 5)

CP =
n(al*rp/L + ia2*~cp/V) (la)

.,

The nondimensional real coefficients al* and *
a2

depend on the ratio !2L/V as for the plane motion, on
the plan form of the wing and on the law of variation of
the displacements. The latter vary along the span as a
consequence of the fact that the actions on one section
depend also on the state of motion of the contiguous sec-
tions.

Analogously , for the variations in lift produced by
the torsional motion we write

CP =
n(a3*@ -t iaA* L.Q~/V) (lb)

and for the moment about the aerodynamic center produced
by the flectional and torsional displacements, respective-
ly:

cm,=
F

~(bl*&/L + ib2*Qcp/V) (lC)

(id)
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The coefficients which represent th,e action s;in phase
‘l(a.1*.4,..a3.*.,..1,*,,.,...,an.cZ...b3,*,),,.~..ont..ai,,,$,$hq,:,iqertia,i,effectscts
of the air mass surrounding the ,wing. This inertia ~ction,
Whic,h ieina”ins indepqnd.ent of the vel.oc,ity,”.’isconveniently
separated in th~ computations of the aerodynamic, action se.
If. the mass characteristics’ of the wing are determined “by
a .d~namic procedure, the acti,ons are included in the meas-
urement... Making use of,the results of tha theory of the
?ing of infinite “asp~c’tra’tio (refereqce 5), “we ,separate
the inertia terms (in we) and write

* =a I* -
a3

UP /4
3

bl* = blf* + (@/4
}

(2),

b3* = b31* _ 3W2/3~
J

For the practical application, it is of greater interest
to know the mean values of the aerodynamic coefficients
along the span than ‘tF.elocal coefficients and we define
the former ~y the relations,

al’~cb 92 d~ = ‘rb
~11*r@2dz

a2 + CP2Ldz =
Jb a2* cp2Ldz

a&bC~W Ldz = .rb”a31*Cp~Ldz

,.

b4 :b$ 2 L3dZ = ?-D b,4*$2 Ls dz

(3)
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It is easy to show that” the coefficients all, a2 ,60a

b.4 defined by equation (3) satisfy the ‘following condi-
tion,” riamely, that the virtual work which tile“aerodynamic
“actions” in phase and’ ia quadrature with the flectional or
torsional displace’ments- perforin against these displace-
ments may be calculated ‘by supposing that t“he aerodynamic
coefficients are constant for theeitire span’and have the
values all, ...b4 given by equation (3). A i-@owledge”of
these coefficients is therefore sufficient for”the discus-
sion of the stability of”the wing structure by the method
of virtual work (reference 3). It will be understood that
the determination of tliese coefficients requires in each
case t’ne complete solution of the pro’blem for the assigned
wing plan form and displacements. Since these character-
istics have no gr”eat effect on the values of the mean coef-
ficients, the solution of the problem for each particular
case is not necessary.

THE THEORY OF THE WING OF FINITE ASPIICT RATIO

IN NONSTATIONARY MOTION ‘

The protilem of the oscillatory motion of awing of
finite span may be attacked without excessive complication
when there are extended to it the simplifications assumed
in the study of t-he stationary motion of the finite wing
according to the vortex filament theory.

Let c (fi:~. 1) be the wing contour in plan form, A
vortex element a, whi~ll fcr tile wing of infinite aspect
ratio extends indefinitely in a direction ‘normal to V,
deviates in the case of the finite wing at a certain point
and bends in the direction of the stream. In order to
pass from tile first ‘to the second configuration we add to
t“he vortex a the angle vortex h. If, in the corqutation
of the induced velocity at a point O, w:e substitute for
the angle vortex h a parallel one having its vertex in
Q at the depth of O, we arrive in the case of steady
motion at the ordinary ‘theory of the vortex filament, If
the motion is not steady, there exist vortices with axis
normal to V also in the wake behind the wing and there
thus exist also angie vortices for the finite wing in the
wake . The relations given in this note are arrived at if
the angle vortices whose vertices fall within the contour
of the wing are dispiacefl in the manner described for the
steady motion and those of t“he wake are advanced by the



amount d,. (fig,..2).,..whieh repres.~nts ‘the ‘displacement.
ascri%ed to .these -at the uinstan.t at:;!whic.h.,.tlley.,leavethe
wing.

The sides of””’theangle’ vortices perpendicular to V
serve to eliminate the effect of the. prolongation of the
lif,tin,gvortices,, which are cut ,off by,,the section through
the point O and which are considered as extended indef-
initely on the two sides. The angle vortices having their
vertices at the right of the section are. therefore indef-
initely extended.toward the right while’’th,o~e with their,
vertices at the left extend indefinitely toward the left.

AS has been baid the effects of the. angle vortices
are computed after displacements have been impressed upon
‘them. This is equivalent ineach case to %headdition of
a transverse horseshoe vortex of which the inducing effect
is neglected, ~’(See reference 4.) Tne theory. is therefore
approximate inasmuch as an entire system of vortices is
negl”ected~ In the case of steady motion, the theory leads
to,,the integrodiff,eren~ial equation of prandtlo Since the
latter tneory in ordinary cases leads to sufficiently sat-
isfactory results, it may be expected that the extension
to nonstationary motion leads to ‘results of soma impor~
tance. In’ order to-arrive at more accurate results, it is
possible, having solved the problem by means of the expres-
sions given beiow, to determine ‘the induced, ve’lociti-es of
the n’egl”ec”tedvort”ex system and treat these by the same
procedure as the initial velocities and “so on successively,
u’sing the method of iteration.,

In order to consider the effects of the nonstationary
state of motion, we shall adopt, as for the plane problem,
the method of Birnbaum, which consists in breaking up the
total. circulation normal to. the direction of V into a
part that corresponds to the aerodynamic actions (bound
circulation) and a part which is shtid from the wing in
correspondence to the local variations in intensity and is
carried along by the stream,, (,,freecirculation).

.,
For tile case of plane motion, it is known that the

vertical (downwash) velocity distribution along the chord
of the profile’ represented by one of .thefuu.ctions

,,., ;.

( )ITl=v” ‘L+cc)s’h :
2

Wn = V cos n“ * (n= 2, 3... )
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corresponds to the distribution of the, hound circulation
given respectively by the expressions

rl=v (. t9
2 sin 4 - cot ~- iw sin $ cos 79- iw sin 4

)

rn=V~2sinnti
\-

-% sin(’n + l)d +JJ+!—
1
sin’(n - 1)$

n- )

It i,salso knotin tha’~ the’ total circulation associated
with the ,s’ecti,oncorre.spondi~g ~0 an arbitrarY rn is al-

vrays zero, so that there are no free vortices in the wake.
These assumptions lead to the conclusion that. for the finite
wine, if we assume. as valid tile same simplifications that
lie at the”:basis of the vortex filament theory, the results
holding for the plane motion may immediately be extended
and it may be stated that,. if along the chords of t~le vari-
ous wing sections, the vertical velocity distribution is
expressed by means of ‘fin,, or a linear coinbinatio.n .of them,

the distribution of the: bound circulation will be repre-
sented by the corresponding linear combination of rn, as

if.each section of the wing worked with ‘an infinite aspect
i ratio without ‘Deing influenced by the adjacent sections..

The series- of Tin is not complete, however. It is
sufficient to think of the case of the rectilinear profile,
for which every Wn except ‘WI is zero. The bound circu-

lation iaay therefore be expressed by means of r only if
the vertical velocity correspond to the rear neutral point
(Cos 4 = -1/2) always remains zero, as results from the
expression WI..

In order to complete the series of rn, me consider

the bound vortex distribution

.> ii (~)

(

%
r = 2A ‘(Z)

1
Co’t )o -72) (;-) ; + ‘w ‘in ‘/.-

H1 -t-iHo

in which A is a function of z and H the Hankel
function of parameter w. Denoting iy K the total cir-
culation associated with the section, we have

K=TTAL/M,.,
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where’ (H (?)~=~ ~ - i H1(2)~ei W
. ... ,.

Since the total circulation associated with the various
sections does not remain constant, it will be necessary to
consider the wake vortices. With the simplifications pre-
viously given, the scheme of figure 2 is arrived at in
whi”ch is represented the configuration of the system of in-
ducing vortices in the plane of the wing. In computing the
velocity at a point O, ,,there are. to be,considered:

/.
a.) The bound and free vortices a and Z corres70nd-

ing t’o the state of motion of the section through O, whi ch
wit’n the expression assumed for 1’1 (see reference i’) in-
duce along the chord a con.s.tantvelocity given by

-JL = -~ K/IT” L

3) The angle vortices m whose vertices lie on tile
normal to V throush O with density of circulation
5K/dz, The velocity induced by all of these vortices’is

c) Tne angle vortices h external to the wing. In
the wake the vertices of these elements are distributed
with density

-.wlxld K-[~! e —-
(1“z “..

The velocity induced by one of these is

where xl and z - ZI give the coordinates of the vertex
of h with respect to O. We introduce the function

cc
~>

– ‘-mj’(”’x’~ ‘1‘( 1
F=

.,./ Z-zl+’xl
o

,,
.—:—
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The induced velocity of the vortex system c) is. ex-
pressed by

Equating the induced velocity of the vortex system to
w09 milich the stream sho-~ld possess on account of its be- .

ing tangeilt to the profile, there is obtained the integro-
differential equation, which defines the function K:

If there is therefore given the vertical velocity dis-
tribution expressed by means of the series

W(x, z) = We(’) + w~(’) ($ + Cos i )+W2(Z)COS2 J’+ ...

tile total circulation K may be computed bjr (4) and the
bound circulation distribution Obta’illedby.the series

r=
‘:: kl-%?;’+’” cot’: )

+ i wsin~ + wlrl/v+w2r2/v +.,.

(5)

In the case of a nondeforxable section, the suinmation is
reduced to the first two terms.

From the bound circulation, there are calculated the
aerodynamic actions beariilg in mind that the difference in
pressure between the two faces of the section is given by
the relation

p=pvr

Denoting the lift by PLV 2 dz and the moment
CP

of the aerodynamic actions about the aerodynamic center of
an elementary strip by cm P >?V2 d ‘ and making use of

F,
the expression (5) for r , thereare found for the coeffi-
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.
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tained by integration “Dy parts
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The function v of tke paraaeter u), also fun.darflen-
tal for the computation, is &iveh by the graphs of figure
3 in which W! and P.’‘ are respectively the real and
imaginary parts of the function.

APPLICATION TO AN ELLIPTIC WING

The theory given above was applied to a wins with el-
liptic plan form. In this case:

JL= 4 ~ qin f TT.,.......-.:.,.......;~
We ex-oress the. total circulation ‘Dy means of the sum-

mation

K =’1-ri Vx Kn sin n c (7)

~.wilere .n is the numerical complex constant.
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TABLX 1“
,,.

z
.——

0.0

.1’

●2

3.._

.4

.5

.6

,7

●8,

.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4’

1.5

1.5

1.7’

1.8

1.9

‘2.0’

— -.
1?

@-1.571 i

2.109 -1;375 i

1.490-1.243 i

1.155-1.146 i

.935-1.060 i

.778- ,937 i
!,

.658- .922 i

●564- .865 i

.489- .813 i

.427- .763 i

,376- .726 i

.333- .689 i

.297- .654 i

.255_ .624 i

.238- .593 i

.214- .567 i ~

.19’4- .540 i

.17G- .517 i

.150- .%56 i

.146- .475 i

.134- ,4.8 i 1

i

.. ,.-,,.. .
z

—. ..
2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4.0

4 .2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.0

5.2

5.4

5.6

5.8

6.0

@

—

15

,.

0.113-0.425 i

.097- .395 i

.oa3- .369 ‘i
,.,,

,0’72- .345 i

.063- .324 i

.055- .305 i

.048- .289 i

. oi13- .274 i

.039- .260 i

.035- .248 i

.031- .237 i

.028- .226 i

.026- .217 i

~ .024- ,208 i

.022- .200 i ‘

.020- .192 i

,o18- .185 i

.017- ‘.179 i

;O16- .172 i

;o15- .167 i

l/2Za-i/Z
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Equation (4) now lecomes

In the computation, only even terms of the series
were retained so as to obtain a velocity zero at the cen-
ter section without having to add a supplementary equation,
there being thus assumed equal and opposite displacements
for sections equidistant from the center section. ~~ore-

over the state of motion of one half-wing has in our. case
only a slight effect on the field of flow about the other
half-wing. This is because in the case of vi”oration the
.oaxi,mumdisplacements occur at the tip sections, which are
therefore far removerl or because the induced velocities of
the angle vortices in the case of oscillatory motion de-
crease with distance more rapidly than in the c~se of
steady motion.

Limiting the summation to the terms in Ka and K4 ,
there were applied and. the values of .W. at the sections

corresponding to z = C.’7 and .Z = b/2, and thus two
line&r equationswere obtained with complex coefficients in
the constants X2 and K4.

It is convenient to consider the results separately
for the various components. ,.

Lift produced by the flectional—-— ,(flan~inc)
In th~ case there

motion.-
are constant velocities along each

chord. Of the Wn, only W. is different from zero-and
given by

where Cp(z) isthe law which defines the flectional. dis-
place:nents alon~ the span.

Having determined tie bound circulation in the manner
explained above, it is necessary, for the computation of
the mean aerodynamic coefficients, to know the quantity

&~=./rbCpf3Lv ‘cpdz (8)
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The real part of.> Lc~ represents the virtual work
by,th,e,.aerodyna.ui.cacti,ons in..pha.se with the motion; the
imaginaryp art gives the work” of the components in quad-
rature ~

By (6) and (7), equation (8) becomes

LcW=PVIbKM1’cpd z=.n P~V2~rVlCpd zzKnsinn~

(9)

3y (la), (2), and (3), equation (8) may also be written

Equatin< expressions (9) and (10) for L,.gm, there is
obtained an equatioil which gives the coefficients all and
a2.

The coinputation was carried out assuming for the flec-
tional displacements tile law

‘P=
v
-cosc~cosc~ ‘
n

In figure 4 is plotted the variation of the real part
of the magnitude K/l-rz v along the span for h = 6 and
for the values of a indicated on the figure. Figure 5
gives the imaqinary part. As may be seen from the curves,
the total circulation varies appreciably with.the fre-
quency of the oscillation.

Figure 6 shows tno distribution of lift produced by
the flectional displacement considered. The curves give
only the component in q?~adrature with the displacements

(the ordi;a;;~ of the cllrves give the values of the real
part of

P“ The component in phase has not been plot-
ted, since it is of less importailce. The reduced fre-
quencies to which the curves refer are indicated on the
curves.

The values of the coefficient a2 obtained for A =
6 and A = 3 are plotted in figure 7 as a function of ti.
This coefficient decreases rather slowly with increase in
the reduced’ frequency, while in the case of plane motion I
it has a steep slept?. The values obtained experimentally,
indicated on the figure by small circles, have the same
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.
general tendei~cy as the theoretical values but lie somew-
hat above the latt’er* . The measurements .on this coeffi-
cient will be repeated iil order to ascertain whether the
disagreement does not depend on the friction of the.oscil-
lating SYSteln.

The coefficient all is ratiler small; the curve in
figure 7 corresponds to X = 6. For practical applica-
tions, this coefficient may be neglected and it nay be as-
sui~ed, if’ the mass of the systei~ is dynamically determined,
that the, lift is in quadrature with the displacement w-hich
g~ncrate~ it. Also in the test; the coefficient al 1 came
out so small tk.at it was ilot measured,

~-ne ~ola-putatiorl was also performed assuming a linear
law to represent the disjplaceinefits; that is, putting

—— Cos

~~le valU~S of the coefficients oltaincd in this ca~e
differ only sliqhtiy fro.n those of tiie first case a]id were
not plotted, since the curves would not be distinguishable.

ikfomentsabout tb.e aerodynamic center produced by the——-———-—- ------ .....—— —
fictional. oscillation - Yor

-——
t:ic wi-n!~.of infinite aspect—...——— --- ●

ratio , the :i~o.:lentabout tkc aerodynamic center produced ‘oy
the flectional oscillation has no component in quadrature
wit]l the motion which generates it but is reduced to a
pure inertia effect (bl = W2/4; b2 = O). The result may
be held valid also for ti”~efinite wing. The component of
tne 1001ll~IltJin quadrature with the flcctiofial motion is
equivalent to a displacement of the aerodyna:mj.c center by
less than 5 percent of tile chord

(
‘“bq,

or~- ‘)< 0.05 ; . The component in phase except for the
!ao: /

inertia term is also negligible.

—— — .——
*~11 rega,r,~ to the couofarisor. oi’ tb.e results of the tests
conducted at Turi]~, il is cecess.ary to observe that a cause
of uncertainty exists in the f“act tiiat the as;pect ratio of
the model under the test conditions employed is not easy to
define. The tests were coildncted in a free jet tunnel of
rather s:~all dimensions and the effect of tile jet boundary
was rather difficult ‘to estimate. The presence of a plalie
at tlie base of the model for the purpose of inasking the un-
tierstructure complicates the phenomenon.
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Lift produced= the ‘torsional oscillation q- The .———
focal axi.s-is-assumed, rect.ii.inear..and there are deter-
mined the aerodyna~utca :ctions corresponding to the tor-
sional oscillations about this axis. In this case ~\,

\,, s.

-v ,=,VIJ(l+~,~/2-i~ co$dj,.

a~ld ~ller~fore .,’
,. .

.-W. =V$(l+iw)

Wl=iV~w
,,

All the other Wn are zero. ‘

Having determined tile bound circulation, there was
computed the wor’k of t-he aerodynamic actions, due to the
torsional motion, against the fl.ectional displacements.
BY equations (lb), (2), and (3), this quantity is

~llJ”9=fbcp~Lv2@dz

(11)

On the other .Qand, by (6) and (7), this quantity is equal
to

gquatifig”’the ,two, t“nere are obtained a~~ and a4.

In order to represent the angle of torsion, there is
assumed the law ““

,,,

v=cos’~

,.
Tile values, of tile coefficient azt for h= 6, and

A = 3 are shown on the ‘curves of figure 8. The coeffi-
cient varies little with z,. which fact agrees with the
results o.f the test, indicated on the figure by small
circles. .,

.,
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Also the coefficient a4 .give~”,for, A % 6 and A =
3 an fi{:lire7 vari es .sli:~hk’lx,while, in the case of plan?
motion it decreases str.o~gly toward small reduced frequen-
cies. The experimental val”~es indicated on the figure by
SmaII. circles are somewhat below the theoretical.

Moments about tb.e aerod~namic center due to the tor.-.—...—-..——--———c —-—...—-- -—
sio~-al oscillationA- The work done by the aerodynaifiic ~—.—
tions produced by the torsional motion against the tor-
sional displacements from (id), @), and (3) is given by
tile expression

and from (6) and (7) by

~~quating these two expressions, there are computed the two
coefficients b31 ai:.d b4. T~le coefficient b3t , whi ch

for the infinite min~ is zero, comes o~~t as a small value
for the finite wing. T:~e coefficient ‘b4, which for A =
@ is equal to l.~, has for A=6 and A = 3 the values
given “by tile curves on figures ~ and 10, The experimental
results are in good agreement with tiie theory.

For SysteI1iSof dis~~l.acement different from those to
which the previous curves refer, it is necessary to con-
sider tne solution of equation (4) . The computation, even
if only approximate, is in every case very laborious: that
of the velocities induced by an assi~ned system of vortices
sufficiently simple for the case of steady -motion nust,
for the nonstationary i20tion, be carried out by the method
of gra~,iical integration, an3 is compl~.cated by the pres-
ence 02 points of infinity i~l the function integrated. We
silall tilerefore indicate an approximate procedure for tile
determination of th’e coefficients. The justification of
tile method lies essentially in ,,theagreement of the re-
sults with tilose obtained by ~lsiag the more exact method
indicated shove. In tile cases considered no practically
appreciable difference was found Yetween the results ob-
tained by the two methods of computation.

.
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From what has been said, wh,at i,.s‘to be determined in
each case is the work which. tile ae.rodynaruic forces due to’
a-n’assigned s“yste.mof “’displa’c~ments S perform whe”n cer-
tain .displacement.s S! are impressed on the .,syste.m. The
displacements under. consideration may be flectional, tor-
sional, or those of the aileron, the condition required
being that the motion of the various” sections be in phases
If this condition is not satisfied, it is possible to re-
duce to this condition by dividing the motion of the sys-
to~.1into two components in quadrature. The dj.splacements
S “and St may be represented respectively by the.real
functions s(z) and sl(~). With these functions known,’-
there is first solved the equation

,fi d KQ d z
s L =Ko - ~ (13)

d.ib d’zl ‘l-z

J?nc value of K. obtained by this equation’ represents
the distribution of total .circulation, which under the
conditions of steady r,otion would correspond to a dis-
place;.lent law givep by s(z). The solution of the equa-
tion may be found, for example, bX following the procedure
given in the paper by Gebelein (tJber die Integralgleich-
ung, etc., reference 8) .

If for each section there is computed the effect of
the tip vortices, concentrating the circulation increase
at the distance L/2 k on the two sides of the section,
(13) becomes simply

sL=Kol(i+k) (14)

‘i~edefine the nuinerical factor k (independent of
z) by the condition ti~at the virtual.work against the
displacements s! of the lifts corresponding to s, cal-
culated by the use of (14), have the exact value given by
the solution of (13). That is, we write

fro-m which

k(s, s!)_ Jtiss’Ldz—. -1
~bKosid Z

—. — —
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Itiaking’u&e of t’nis coefficient” k also for the case
of oscillatory motion, we: concentrate the increase in total
circulation at the same distance from’ tne section.as for
the case of steady motion and equation (14) then becomes

. .
. --mWo L=K [w(w) +k-i WT(w/k)]

,..
,:

In order. to, coinpute the.aean coefficients of the
aerody~amic a,ctior.s, we refer to a mean profi,l.e of chord
IT. .The total ci~culation will be given by

and therefore setting

~= P ----
>. ~~+k-i~F

,= (2)

1- Al-i Afl=—-.”l
~ (2)
..1

+ i Ho(a)
~ ‘1’

.)

there will be obtained from. equations (6)

Tile functions XI anfl ~II are given in table I of
reference 5. ‘~be Val.des 0: ~ are <iver. in figure 3,and
those of F in table I of the prssent note, The factor
A, a function of cl, a-ridthrou~h ‘k, of tk.e plan form
of the wing and of t“he displacement laws, tends in the
case of infil:ite aspect ratio (k=o), to th.cvalue
unity and in this case eql~ations (15) f-.irni”sllequations
(1) of the above reference.
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‘We observe that the value’of k does not vary much
on...changing ‘,the,system of, disp,,lacemen!,,e..For an elliptic
wing of A = 6, there is obtaine’d-~

. . .
For s = St =“COS[ k = 0.6’7 ~

..”

and for s = SI = ‘co~.~:[COG ~ ! k = 0.70
,L I

The application of ‘the method “indicated to the case
of flectional torsional oscillations is immediate. If only
the first harmonic is considered, the laws of variation of
the flectional and torsional displacement% are not very dif-
ferent. I?or the paraineters k(@, CO), k(v, C?), k(m, $), and
:~($, ‘J), tilere will be sufficiently close values. Using
a mean’ value of these, it will then be possible to ’determine
the ‘coefficients by means of the relations

a3 + 2 i tia4 =A(l+i@) (l-Xl- i Xl!+ i @/2)

b3 + 2 i fib4 = i ;)(1 + i ~i))A/8 + i a(l + i ljJ/4)/8

J

which are readily deduced ~rom equations (15). The exten-
sion to systems witn ailerons also is simple.

C3ECK OF T3E FREE OSCILLATION TESTS

From the measurements carried out, the mean values of
the aerodynamic coefficients were derived and with these a
check was obtained on the free oscillation tests conducted
at the Aeronautical Laboratory at Turin (reference 9).
For the computation, tiiere has been assumed

-aa = a.3 = 0.55

a4 = 0.38
‘, ,.

b4= 0.1

al= bl=b2=bz=0
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The,values of tho “other parameters of ‘the structure
are given in reference 3. Tile,critical velocities are
plotted in figure 11 as.a function of the ratio of flexural
stiffness Rf to torsional stiffness Fit, The experimen-
tal values ar~ indicated by the black circles. On the same
figure are also plotted the values of the ratio of the fre-
quency of oscillation corresponding to the critical veloc-
ity to that of the pure torsion. The experimental values
are in good a,greerfientwith the theoretical.

;fe <enote by A the complex amplitude of the flec-
tional displacement at the tip sectfon of the :~odel, by 3
the amplitude of tile torsional oscillation and put A/3L =
f + iq; ,f thus representing tlie component in phase and

q the corlpoilent in quadratu~e of the flectional motion
with respect to the torsional. l!he curves obtained for
tiese ma~nitudes are given in figure 12 as functions of the
same parameter 13f/L%t. If account is taken of the diffi-
culty of such measurements, complicated “by the fact t“nat
actually the condition of steady oscillations cannot be
realized, it may be stated t“nat the agree~ilent of these val-
ues with the ti~eory may tie considered as satisfactory, It
is necessary also tO observe t~iat t~l~ two series of tests,

namely, those of t.flefroo vibration and those of the aero-
dynamic actions were carried out on entirely different pro-
file sections.

On the basis of ,tileresults obtained, it may he stat-
ed. that it is”per..nissible, for an approximate calculation
of tile critical ~elocity, to apply the coefficients thus
determined.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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